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POSSIBLE ,AlJATPAZ TRIP
Those students interested in showing
their solidarity with the Alcatraz Indians should come to a meeting at 2:30
p.m. today in Classroom D, or contact
Howard WatkIns in Berkeley at 848-5900
tonight.

Understanding Obscenity:
Off the Street
And Into the Classroom
by Kenneth P. Steelberg
Editor-in-Chief

[Photos by Bob Azofi]
Shown above are two scenes from the student assembly
called by the Hastings Chapter of the National Lawyers
Guild, to discuss the alleged lack of financial aid at
the College. The Guild was denied permission to use the
Commons for its assembly because it is not, according
to Deans Munster and Sammis, a"recognized" campus orgainization, meaning that it had no information sheet
on file with the Assistant Dean for Student Affairs.
Because of the denial of use of facilities, the Guild
members had to procure their own sound amplification
facilities from a source outside the school, and because electrical power was turned off at the podium,
had to unplug the cigarette machine to get pow.:r for
the equipment they had. Above is seen Hastings Chapter National Lawyers Guild President Mike Miller addressing students. Below is shown a panoramic view of
the Commons as Armand Sa1ese speaks.

Student Fellowship Committee
Presents Final Recommendations
'For Grading Reform
-The last several years at Hastings have seen
increasing agitation for alteration of the presently ,
used grading system. Student dissatisfaction was
clearly indicated in a Spring, 1970, referendam and
at least two official school bodies, the StudentFaculty Committee and the Student Fellowship Committee
(in conjunction with its parent group, the Joint Educational Committee), have studied the system with an
eye toward recommending changes. Faculty and administration attention has also been directed to consideration of various reforms.

Constitutional law is challening and sometimes frustrating course to study. However, the application of the supreme law of the land to various aspects of activity in American society presents dilemmas. The dilemmas are no place more apparent than
those one encounters in studying the laws prescribing
what is and what is not obscene or pornographic material.
The dilemmas came home to roost in Professor
Sullivan's Constitutional Law Seminar. Of late, the
class had been discussing various aspects of Con Law,
and were about to take up the questions of obscenity
in earnest.
Given the background of most students at the
College, that is, having come from backgrounds in
suburban America, the prospects of reaching an understanding on the gut issues involved in obscenity and
peunography were nil. Apart from an occasional stag
flick at an undergraduate fraternity party, most people had little idea of the nature of the subject that
they were to discuss, let alone decide criteria for
its constiutionality.
[Cont' on page Seven]
CHANGE AND REFORM
Recommendations and considerations for grading modification have not always been constructive.
All too often, 'change' has been substituted for
'reform'. Even more lamentable, the goal of "arriving at something we all can agree on" frequently has
supplanted that of ｭｾ｡ｮｩｧｦｵｬ＠
appraisal and thoughtful suggestions for modification.
What seems to be an example CDf the results
of such political truncation is the plan for grading
change proposed by the Student-Faculty Committee.
Its study concluded with _the following recommendations
which, apparently, were acceptable to both Student
and Faculty members of the Committee:
STUDENT-FACULTY GRADING PROPOSAL
The Committee recommend that effective in
September, 1970, the grading system at Hastings shall
be on the following basis: Honors: Meaning an excellent
paper demonstrating substantial achievement. High Pass:
The porportion of High Pass and Pass grades shall be at
the discretion of the instructor. Pass: Based on his
evaluation of each student in the course. Fail: Mean[Cont. on page 5]
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A r9NS (f PI{VOOING
D,E. IN l.98I
In relation to numerous contending forces in
the world today, the reality of citizenship seems to
have hit an all-time low. From the time of the Greek
city-states, to Rome and more recently to Thomas Jefferson's America, citizenship has connoted active participation in building a better culture. It may be argued that the relative difference between the citizens
of 1800 and 1970 is primarily .due to the physical size
and complexity of modern America, and to a large extent this is no doubt true. · However, in the interim,
a tradition of almost two centuries should have established citi?en participation to a degree that would
have allowed the maintenance of the relative status
quo. This' we have not done.
NEGATIVE NOTIONS
In fact, the notion of citizenship has become
somewhat negative. Most elementary and secondary
schools consider students good citizens if they are
quiet in the halls. Adults are considered good citizens if they mind their own business and vote in November. Voting is positive, but certainly less positive
relative to what a citizen should do.
.
Is this what citizenship is all about? Is this
the extent of a citizen's rights and responsibilities?
I think not. In order to even approach solving the
problems that face us the entire notion of citzenship
will have to be revived, enlarged, and restructured
in a more imaginative form than ever before.
It is not exceedingly difficult to think of
ways for everyday working people, blue collar or pastel, to take the initiative on creative citizenship.
But, as future lawyers, with the unique tools and capabilities that law teaches us, we are obvious candidates for starting the job. Being a nation of laws(?),
one of the fundamental ways of solving problems and
changing directions is acting through the law; and who
is in a better position to do this than lawyers?
Until quite recently the bulk of our profession's creativity manifested itself in fattening up
corporate balance sheets or politics. Both sellout to
the highest bidder: special interest at the expense of
the people. Their sense of citizenship did not include
things like debtor's rights, tenant's rights, society's
right to clean air and water or sufficient food and
housing for a country whose GNP is rapidly approaching
one trillion dollars -- a GNP greater than the combined GNP of Russia, ｊ｡ｰｾＬ＠
West Germany, France, and
England put together.

CHALLENGE
The challenge for us, as future lawyers, is the burden of citizenship. Our unique talents
demand that we apply ourselves to the task of forming
a more perfect union, establishing justice, promoting
the general welfare, and thus s ecuring the blessings
of liberty to our selves and our posterity. "The future is not a gift: it is an achievement. Every generation helps make its own future . " [Robert Kennedy]
The whole idea of being a creative citizen is
lived everywhere by Ralph Nader. As an individual and
as a movement he is letting the direction and tone of
what will hopefully be a new generation of active participation.
Nader's programs hit primarily at consumer protection, whether it is protection from the FCC or the
American Gas Association. Product safety for the vast
majority of manufactured goods in the United States 1s
an unknown commodity. Each year in incidents relating
to the use of household products, 20 million Americans
are seriously injured enough to be disabled for at
least one day or to require medical treatment. This includes 585,000 who are hospitalized, 110,000 permanently diabled, and 30,000 who are killed. [Stanton, T.,
"The Hazards of Product Safety", Nation Magazine,
September 26, 1970]
CALLOUS IGNORANCE
As citizens it is our safety and rights that
are being callously ignored by manufacturers. As lawyers, we must develop and extend several areas of tort
and contract law in order to wxpose manufacturers of
defective products to a continuing series of expensive
lawsuits. For in the final analysis, manufacturers will
have no reason to do a better job unless in the end it
will cost them several hundred thousand of their almighty, precious dollars. To reach this end will require the most imaginative citizenship, because the
potential difficulties of bringing product liability
suits are numerous and challenging. (i.e. consumer ignorance of legal remedies available, locating independent experts who are willing to testify, the expense of bringing such a suit, long court delays,etc.)
However, the need is so compelling, the savings in human and monetary resources so overwhelming, that it is
the type of action, qualified citizens are obligated to
pursue.
The responsibilities of citizenship in a complex, urban society are more than just voting. Ideally
each citizen should actively participate in that field
where he or she can comfortably contribute the most.
Obviously lawyers should actively participate through
law.
•
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION
But what does active participation mean in
terms of commitment to a neophyte attorney? Must we
all join the staff of Neighborhood Legal Assistance,
Vista, or the Justice Department? (Which raises the
question: is there any justice in the Justice Department? Only Martha ｾｴｬ｣ｨ･＠
knows for sure.) What are
the alternatives, because like everyone else, our families must eat, too.
'
The agencies mentioned above will no doubt absorb a large number of prospedtive public interest advocates. The future holds, however, only the application
of imagination to solving the problem of commitment and
the form that it will take.
Corporate interst law firms have set up pro
bono ghetto subsidiaries and permitted associates to
spend up to 15% of their billable time on pro ｾ＠
work. This has been a holding action to try and stem
the flow of top graduates into public interest law.
Despite the fact that there is an exodus away
from traditional corporate practice. there are a few
private firms practicing public interest law on a full
time basis. Why? Public interest lawyers cannot support themselves. For the most part their clieats, by
definition, are unable to pay for their services.
Therefore, such firms must seek funding from new areas
and tap new sources.
SOURCES OF FUNDS
Pote.tial sources of funds do exist. Unions
have enormous treasuries and their members and families
[Cont' Next Page]
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are all consumers, thus susceptible to injury by defective products, and are all affected by pollution.
Unions could help support firms whose mission was
geared to their needs in relation to consumer protection
and pollution control.
There are approximately 7.8 million college
students on 2200 campuses around the United States.
They pay about 185 million dollars annuallY ' in activity
fees. If each student made a small contribution of
$3 or $4 out of that activity fee, it would support
public interest law firms in every major city and state
capitol. These firms, in addition to working for the
rights of the poor and oppressed, could exert a powerful influence on behalf of students. (The University
of Oregon has a firm doing full time lobbying work on
behalf of the associated students of Oregon University.
R. R. bewarel)
. Federations of consumer groups, following precedents like the Automobile Club, could support legal
services for its members. Attacks on corporate irresponsibility, product and health hazards, pollution,
etc. could all fit under the category of consumer
lervices.

the choices in establishing a grading system are
difficult to make, the ｣ｯｮｳ･ｱｵｬ｜ｃＨｾ｡＠
of el loice often difficult to predict, and the value preferences
arguable. It is doubtful that there is one optimum
way of resolving these choices or that there is one
optimum grading system for Hastings.
With these factors in mind, the Hastings
Student-Fellowship Committee adopted and presented
to Dean Anderson the following Advisory Opinion
on Grading Reform.
HASTINGS STUDENT FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE:
ADVISORY OPINION
RE:

GRADES

The Hastings Student Fellowship Committee spent
many hours discussing, reviewing, researching and
drafting a grading reform. Our proposal was rejected. It appeared we were far too idealistic in
our methods of reform for it to be practically implemented.

REMOTE POSSIBILITY
. Probably the most remote possibility for
achieving some public service funding is a contribution
from corporate lawyers. $500 from half of the associates of major corporate firms would fund a public interest firm in Washington, New York, Chicago, San Fran｣ｩｳｾｯＬ＠
Dallas and Los Angeles. Corporate attorneys
concerned about their roles and the type of work they
are forced to do, unable to make personal contribution,
could donate a fraction of their $15,000 to $25,000
salaries to help right the balance that currently
gives overwhelming weight to corporate interest at the
public's expense. [All funding suggestions taken from
Public Interest Law Firms by Donald K. Ross.]
These potential funding ideas mayor may not
work. They are but mere suggestions of how active
participation by lawyers will help us fulfill our obligations and responsibilities as citizens.
Robert Kennedy said:
Since the days of Greece and
Rome when the word citizen was
a title of honor, we have often seen more emphasis put on .
the rights of citizenship than
on its responsibilities. And
today, as never before in the
free world, responsibility is
the greatest right of citizenship and services is the greatest of freedom's privileges.
Social progress and social justice are not something apart
from freedom; they "are the fulfillment of freedom. The obligation of free men is to use
their opportunities to improve
the welfare of there fellow
human beings. For each time
a man stands up for an ideal,
or acts to improve the lot of
others, or strikes out against
injustice, he sends forth a
tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million
different centers of energy and
daring, those ripples build a
current that can sweep down the
mightiest walls of oppression
and resistance.
-- Jack Ch ris ty

FillCMSHIP CO't1ITIEE'S ADVISORY'
OPINION TO THE DEAN
Establishing a grading system involves choices
between the interests of differing groups of
students concerning their activities in school as
well as their employment opportunities. It unavoidably involves the .promotion of some interests
and values over others, and it significantly affects the allocation of human resources -- faculty
and students -- within the school. The interests
and values at stake are numerous and diverse, and
ｳｯｭ･ｴｩｾ＠
they cannot be clearly identified. Thus,

In attempting to revise our plan, we ｣ｯｮｳｩｾ＠
tently met with the practical pitfalls for which
the Joint Educational Committee rejected our initial proposal.
We are of the unanimous opinion that 'change'
and 'reform' are in no way synonymous terms. And
for this reason the Hastings Student Fellowship
Committee does not feel it can honestly submit a
Grading Reform Proposal which deviates in any major
capacity from that which we presented in August.
We do wish, however, to submit the following
Advisory Opinion to the Students and Faculty of
Hastings.
A:

HONORS, HIGH PASS, PASS, FAIL

TIle Hastings Student-Faculty Comnittee recommended a proposal last spring ｴＮＱｍｾ＠
called for a
grading system based on four levels of achievement;
Honors, High Pass, Pass, Fail.
In reviewing this recommendation, our committee felt that the major advantage to such a change
lo1ould be that it would tend to diminish the competition for grades. For example, under this system a grade of 75 and a grade of 70 would become a
Pass. Thus eliminating some of the pressure felt
by Students and Faculty alike.
The primary disadvantage we find in this grading system is the Fail category. Under the present
form of grading, a student can receive 3 units ot
67 and not be seriously disadvantages as to his
over-all grade point average. A grade of 67 under
the Honors, High Pass, Pass, Fail system would,
presumably, be 3 units of Fail which the student
would have no way of making up, regardless of the
number of units he received in Honors or High Pass.

B:

PRESENT SYSTEM

NUMBER GRADES

Since we have all been functioning under the
present system for some time, there is no need to
review its basic tenets.
However, our Committee does feel that the present system is extremely more equitable for those
students who receive grades between 67 and 62.
Present policy makes adequate allowance for these
'just passing' students.
The policy of calss ranking has been abolished,
so it would seem that the difference between a
student with an over-all grade point average o {
76.3 and a student with an average of 76.5 is minimal.
RECOMMENDATION AND RESERVATION
The Hastings Student Fellowship Committee advises that the administration submit these two plans
to the Student Eody for a vote. This, we recommend,
should be done prior to a faculty vote so that some
sort of mandate from the Students is evident to the
Faculty.
[Cont. on page 4]
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The Student-Faculty Committee added the caveat
that

SCM: lHIRD YFAR Pffi>PECfI\.£S 00 1HE POLITI CS OF LEGAL EIOCATI 00 IN ll£ II-

pARTi'£NT OF LAW

(f

"the grades of Honors, High
Pass, Pass, Fail should in
no way relate to a traditional/
numerical or alphabetical
system, but should relate to
the degree of excellence
/manifested/ •••• ".

1HE IJH\.£RSIlY OF

ｃａｌｉｆｏｾｈ＠
At the outset, one should be brazen enough to
submit that the complaints about grades are often
merely symptomatic of more fundamental malaise of the
processes of legal education. Thus any focussed consideration of changes in the form of grades or the
criteria upon which they are based is necessarily more
a band-aid than a panacea.
During the 1969-70 academic year, the five
student and five faculty members of the Student-Faculty Committee devoted a significant portion of their
time and energies toward a proposal to modify the form
of the grading system at the law college from a numeric (0 through 100) to a four tier letter (!!onors,.
High Pass , Pass, Fail) system. We also directed our
attention to-a modification of the impact of the grading system where class ranking would be eliminated.

They also drew-up the following exclusion
rules:
"Any student receiving a grade
of Fail in twenty or more hours
of work during his attendance
at the College is excluded.
"Any student excluded from the
College by the exclusion rule
is privileged to petition
the Faculty for reinstatement,
or, in the case of a third
year student, for graduation,
and the Faculty shall in its
discretion, taking into account
any higher grades earned by
the studeqt, plus any other
relevant factors, grant the
petition on such conditions
as may seem proper, or may
deny the petition completely."

FOUR TIER LETTER SYSTEM
Changes in the sources of grades (written or
oral examinations, in-school or take-home, a number of
examinations.during the semester, papers, et ｣･ｾ｡Ｉ＠
were only cursorily discussed by the Committee and intentionally broad criteria for the four tier letter
system were proposed:
Honors: meaning an excellent paper demonstrat·
ing substantial achievement;
High Pass: the porportion of HP and P grades
｢･ｩｾｧ＠
a matter of discretion with the instructor based
upon 'his evaluation of each student in the course;
Pass: see supra;
Fail: meaning an unsatisfactory response in
ｾｨｬｒ＠
course.

YOUR SOUIU FOR THE FINEST
rBEARrn w\TERIAlS
FOR

a1mITUfIO'W.. I..ftW J£SEARQh

This proposal has been before the student body
in referendum several times and has received favorable
though never overwhelming endorsement. Informally
numerous faculty members have found it reasonable
though negligible enthusiasm has been evoked. In this
prologue I have endeavored to reasonably present the
past acts of others, hereafter I 'will respond to the
subjective leyel of appearances as I personally characterize them.
INCENTIVE
The recurrent theme in the arias which are
sung in the praise of grades is that of incentive.
Turning aside from behavioristic issues, incentive
(sometimes improperly paired with aristotelian "wonder") is touted as the fuel of the educational engine
(cf. Savoy, "Toward a New Politics of Legal Education",
79 Yale L. J. 444, 477) without which conscientious
study (presumably following therefrom - understanding)
and the ｬＴｾｩｮｧ＠
process in toto would falter (in
law school - hence the function of grades to separate
"the wheat from the chaff") and ultimately fail (in
the law instructor's phantasmagoria this occurs after
the rascal has/somehow/ passed the bar and "gotten
out" in practice).
RESPONSE

Afotal experIence from THE SCREENING ROOM
220 JONI!S' •

FOR MI!N AND WOMI!N

•

173-3384

NORTH BEACH MOVIE

."IIIY .r........, • a'l·ｾｯｮ＠

There are three prongs to the response with
which I would parry before this bald soprano. The
first is the issue as to what are the psychic and
pragmatic forces that stimulate legal practitioners
to excellence? After all, the nightmare of inferior
legal services (less politely known as malpractice)
related above is equally, if not especially, abhorent
to one who is young and idealistic. Admittedly, when
abstract entities, such as grades, are associated

• C••11•••ulll:OO AM 1112.00 AM

[Cont. on page 5J

TDIESTHEATRE

｛ｲｾＮ＠

from page 3J

CootIowauo II,JOAM ｾ ｴｕＧＭｯ＠

THE BEST IN Ｂｾｎｅｄ＠

BRIEFS"

We further wish to reserve the right to set out
some sort of guidelines to the Students and -Facul tv.
This, we, feel, must be done cegardleSR of the ｧｲ｡､ｾ＠
ing system decided upon.
There are many inequalities forund in the present system as regards the average or ｭｾ､ｩ｡ｮ＠
grade
in any given class. Th:!se discrepencies should be
r .1cognized and corrected.

Opera ted by Art Theater Guild, Inc.

If the Student-Faculty Proposal is chosen, th r.must be some guideline which the profesaors can Jrn
to in order to evaluate exams in their proper pprspective.

- --'
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--------- -------------.. ----'---------------------t
ing an unsatisfactory response in this course.
Exclusion Rules
Any student receiving a grade of Fail in 20 or more
hours of work during his attendance at the college
is excluded.
Any student excluded from the school by the exclusion
rule is privileged to petition the faculty for reinstatement, or, in the case of a third year student,
for graduation, and the faculty shall in its discretion, taking into account any higher grades obtained
by the student, plus any other relevant factors, grant
the petition on such conditions as may seem proper, or
may deny the petition completely.
CANDIDATES FOR FAILURE
Many people are ､ｩｳ｡ｰｯｾｮｴ･＠
by the StudentFaculty Committee proposal. It is attacked for suggesting dramatic changes without touching the real
problems of grading at Hastings such as disparate
grading standards among the professors. Others are
alarmed at the new problems the changes could create
if adopted. For example, the system would operate
to shift the flunk-out year from the first to the
third.
And since the 'Fail' grade was not defined
(impliedly remaining at 69%1) more students than before would become candidates for flunk-out.
STUDENT FELLOWSHIP PROPOSAL
The Joint Educational Committee has not yet
reached any conclusions to expose to the critical eye
of the campus community. However, its student members have submitted for the group consideration the
following position paper/proposal:
Ｇｾ･＠
believe that the following grading classifications will supply the information on a student's
performance without incurring the problems ､ｩｳ｣ｵｾ･＠
previously:
percent within this class
10 - 20
Honors
30 - 40
Very Good
Satisfactory 40 - 60

"It should be noted that no category is provided for unsatisfactory work. If a professor feels
that a student's performance on an exam was totally
unsatisfactory, he may refrain from giving any grade
at all and may, instead, indicate the student's
grade as an 'incomplete'. When an 'incomplete' is
given, two methods may be used to make the work up:
"(1) The student may request that the professor indicate additional work necessary for the completion of the course. This work might consist of
a paper, re-examination, or other course-related project. The professor must provide at least one method
for the student to make up his 'incomplete', and may
provide more if circumstances require them. This
method should reasonably be comp1etab1e before
the next academic year. If a student fails to satisfactorily complete the remedial project, he may
re-take the course. The 'incomp1ete'wi11 be removed from the ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
record upon satisfactorily
completing the remedial ｷｯｲｾＮ＠
"(2) The student may elect to re-take the
exam when it is next offered in the regularly
scheduled year, or, if the course was an elective,
the student need not make up the work; he may, at
his option, leave the 'incomplete' on his record.
Of course, the units of uncompleted credit will not
couat toward graduation.
"It must be emphasized that the student may
choose which course of action he will pursue.
Any student who receives more than 6 units of 'incomplete' in one year will receive administrative
attention and counseling. This should assist the
student in making the decision whether or not to
continue his legal education."
COMPARATIVE EVALUATION
The most intriguing aspect of the student
proposal is that it is not so much a " gra di"
ng sys t em
as it is a "comparative evaluation" system. The
only real "grading" would be on a pass-fail basis;
those students not meeting the abstract standard of
"satisfactory" would not get credit, those who dd.d
meet it would. The rest of the proposed system has
no grades.at all in the traditional sense. Tradit-

iona11y, each professor in arrivingcat grades compares the members of one class both with each other
and with his Otoffi abstract standard. That abstract
standard varies from teacher to teacher, making of
one a Grim Reaper when it comes to grading and, of
another, a Santa Claus. *
*(Statistics justifying this observation are
available in the office from the Student Fe110wsbip
Committee) •
The Student Fellowship proposal encourages
comparison with classmates only. It de-emphasizes
the abstract and definitely non-standard of each individual professor.
FACULTY AGREEMENT AND UNDERSTANDING
Such sweeping changes as proposed by the
Student Fellowship Committee, while novel, may not
really be necessary. For example. if a desired reform is a more uniform standard for professors' grading. this could be accomplished by faculty agreement
on such matters as the highest grade to be given.
the lowest grade to be given. and a general understanding of how many students usually fall into the
various categories.
Some desired reform can be accomplished
administratively; just last year. for example. the
practice of class ranking discontinued. Conceivably.
enough changes could be made one at a time to obviate
the'necessity of any across-the-boards reformation.
The time for piecemeal reform has passed.
however. Some students clamor for change, the new
administration either agrees or accedes. a faculty
which has long since defaulted the initiative probably now has no suggestions more constructive than
those offerred by students. The winds of change are
in the air.
-- Mary Anna Anderson
[Cont. fr0m page 41
with remunerativeiy attractive jobs, the incentive becomes substantially less ethereal. The Ｑ･ｧ｡ｾ＠
academe
need not look upon financial reward with dis;ain. yet
neither need it overtly subordinate idealism to that
standard.
READY FOR THE REAL WORLD
The second jibe is an evidentiary issue (perhaps unresolvable) as to the correlation between grades
in law school ans "success" in the "real" world.
Lasr week I attended a seminar at Cal and ｾｯｬ｡ｲ､･ｮ＠
Parks
of "Q" was speaking in response to some draft legislation that would introduce greater due process protections into prison disciplinary hearing and termsetting hearings before the California Adult Authority.
The presence or absence. frequency. et ｣･ｾ｡＠
of disciplinary hearings in a prisoner's record is heavily
relied upon by the CAA in their decision as to when a
prisoner is "ready" for the "real" world. the Warden
acknowledged to us in that seminar that the presumed
correlation was in fact inverted and the "model"
prisoner was the worst recidivist. N'y point is emphasized by the severe analogy but there is a concrete quesi:ion of fact and the "experts" are in dis agreement. (79 Yale L. J. 444. 475 ftn. 126).
NeUVEAU TIDBITS
The expansion of our news media has likewise
expanded our sensibilities. Social ills as spawned
have become the nouveau tidbit to "drop" at social
gatherings. Even our legal newspapers have turned to
carrying articles decrying the (1) failure of our
justice as administered to be just (cf. strong words
of Davis. Discretionary Justice /1969/) and (2) the
failure of society to remain ordered and tranquil in
the face of such injustice. The third tine to my
thrust is the incentive of involvement at some point
in time earlier than three and one-half years after
starting law school. The administrative breach itself.
welfare "fair housing". social security disability
hearings. prison disciplinary hearings. juvenile court
proceedings. military court martia1s, civil service
hearings, workman's compensation hearings •..•• How
long will we remain agape? I would submit that the
sense of responsibility for another human being's
life - your client - is a far superior incentive for
studiousness than grades.
--- Rob Teets

III-A
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Agenda for Involvement
BORSALINO

ATTENTION BOOKLOVERS

A Review by -For those avaricious readers in the crowd,
the Hastings Wives Club has formed a number of reading groups around the area. If you are interested in
joining one of these worthwhile groups contact Maryta
Fugua at 586-1433.
IIIIINOTICE! IIII

Michael Moriarty, well known third year law student,
and his wife Helga, became the proud parents of a
9 pound 8 1/2 ounce baby girl on the morning of
October 13, 1970.
The baby's name is Michelle
and both she and her mother are doing fine.
'
International Law Society
JESSUP

MOOT
COURT
COMPETITION

Meeting for interested participants on
November 4th and 5th, at 7:00 2m in
Classroom D.
The problem will be handed out and
discussed at that time.
FIRST YEAR STUDENTS
If you have not already done so, be sure to
pick up your First Year Law Students' Registration
Form to file with the Committee of Bar Examiners. The
forms may be picked up in Room 111.
The form, along with the $10 filing fee, is
due in ｴｨｾﾷｱ｡ｮ､ｳ＠
of the Committee of Bar Examiners no
later than December. Any form handed in after that
will be subject to an additional $10 late filing fee.
It should be stressed that if you plan at all
to be practicing law sometime 1n the future, you must
file the form. This is true even if you are an outof-state st.udent, because you may want to come back to
California ｾｯｭ･ｴｩ＠
to practice, and then you must
first take the bar exam, naturally. A delay of three
to five years is possible if you do not file the proper forms while you are in law school.
THEATER
A "FelHni's Alice in Wonderland" is the style
of adaptation brought to the Lewis Carroll classic at
San Francisco State College's Little Theatre by writerdirector Jay Cook, Professor of Drama, fer his production of the dream tale which opens a three-day engagement on Thursday, October 29, at 4 pm.
Subsequent performances are on Friday, October
30, at 4 and 8 pm with three shows Saturday, October
31, at 10:30 am., 1:30 pm., and 3:30 pm.
With an all-student cast of nineteen members,
featuring Donna Barna in the title role, the adaptation, according to Cook, assumes an intense, surrealistic atmosphere. It is the dark background to pains
of "growing up."
ｾＧａｬ＠
the creatures with the exception of the
White Rabbit are hostile to Alice," director Cook ex'-plains. "In this production we attempt to reveal the
nightmare quality of th story through visuai distortions and emphasis upon all the eerie characters."
Tickets should be reserved through the San
Francisco State College Creative Arts Box Office at
1600 Holloway Ave., San Francisco. Phone 585-7174.

Ellen Chaitin

"Bersalino", directed by Jacques Deray, is
another totally empty film -- one, in the tradition
of many, that has been made without any thought content. It is quite clear that Ｂｾｳ｡ｬｩｮｯ＠
was conceived and filmed solely for the purpose of being a
commercial success. There seems to be no other possibility. Such an extreme failure cannot be an
accident. This one was really worked at.
The main problem with "Barsalino" is the
assumption that the film did not need a script but
could get away on the image' and good looks of JeanPaul Belmando and Alain Delon, two big box office
attractions. The Belmondo of "Breathless" (1959)
is barely recognizable. The unpretentions, unfinished
toughness has disappeared. He does his very professional Bogie characterization, gives the highly cultured Belmondo smile and smokes the famous Belmondo
cigar. Alain Delon is as beautiful as ever, but his
acting ability has decreased from barely tolerable
to intolerable. Belmondo and Delon, the former's
image and the latter's looks, are supposed to be
enough. This premise fails almost as soon as the
film begins.
Not only is the plot pure 'dribble' but it
is also impossible to fellow the development. This
difficulty is usually due to a complex aztist, a
weak script or a poor editing job. Unfortunately,
in this case it tends to be the last two reasons.
Against these barriers, one can piece together a
vague story. Not that a story is necessary for a
good film, but when one has exhausted all other areas
for which "Borsalino" can justify itself, story is
the only one left.
Capella (Belmondo) and Siffredi (Delon) are
two members of the 1930's underworld of Marseilles.
Siffredi gets out of jail and hears that Capella is
seeing 'his' woman. Siffredi confronts Capella,
and the two fight violently. Next, they are the best
of friends 'and go into business together. Absurdities
such as this recue throughout the film. After
ruining a number of small merchants' fish businesses
(an act worthy of romanticizing?) and setting fire
to another gangster's meat business, intermingled with
ten second shots of the French countryside, the two
rise to dominance in the city's rackets.
Suddenly Cappela is living in a mansion(with
his motherl) and explaining the subtleties of
eighteenth century French art to Siffredi. This was
the final blow.
"Borsalino" is a so-called French "B'onnie and
Clyde". So-called by its promoters. It has none of
.the finer qualities of "Bonnie and Clyde", and only
superficial resemblence -- takes place during the
same time period, showy outfits and a lot of people
get killed. These similarities are a weak basis for
comparison. But "Borsalino is a complete put-on and
not even an enjoyable one at that.
Some films that are put-ons have the redeeming quality of being funny. Not here. Be lmon do
and Delon resemble haute-couture mannequins in their
various poses and Edwardian outfits.
"Borsalino" is nothing but pretension. There
is a complete dissociation of image from substance,
not too uncommon an occurrence today. But that is
something that a number of people are trying to get
away from. Why force such an unpleasantry on yourself, for three dollars, no less?

ADDRESS INFORMATION
I sit on a man's back, choking him and making him
carry me, and yet assure myself and others that I
am very sorry for him and wish to lighten his 1 d
oaff
by all possible means "---- except by 0etti
his back.
ｾ＠
ng 0
Tolstoy

Some students still have not completed their
registration material by providing the Registrar's Office with their complete and up-to-date address. This
is very important, and students who havw not thus completed their record should do so immediately.
Pale Six
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Symphony
Excitement, vibrations, magic, charisma __
they are all words synonymous wi th "audience appeal."
Happily, they are also words which describe the impact of any appearance of Seiji Ozawa, the musical
genius who begins his first season as Conductor and
Music Director of the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra.
His presence on the podium is a rare combination of
grace, strength and a youthfulness which belies his
orchestral maturity. His symphonic memory is prodigious; his zeal to strike a harmonious balance between
the traditional and the new repertoire and his deep
musical sincerity are dramatic testimony to the wide
range of his musicality.
This then "1s the brilliant musician who will
guide the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra through
the 1970-1971 season, which will bring new talents
to the Symphony, and mark the return of many noted
artists as well as favorite works from the symphonic
repertoire. Josef Krips, Conductor Emeritus of the
Orchestra, whose total commitment to musical excellence ,
has brought a new status to the San Francisco Symphony,
will return for a four week series of concerts.
The accent this season is unmistakably on
youth, but no series worth its acceptance would discount the importance of maturity and experience in
its programming. Some of the guest artists making
their debuts with the San Francisco Symphony include
Christopher Parkening, Peter Serkin and the dynamic
Corky Siegel and his Blues Band.
Dennis Woodruff
TIlird in a Series •••

A resume is one of the most important
documents that you will draft. It introduces you before the interview. Indeed, it may even help to get
the interview. During the interview, it gives the interviewer something to refer to. later, the resume
gives theinterviewer a tangible reminder of important
facts about the applicant.
If possible, resumes should be printed professionally on a good quality bond paper. The profeSSionally printed resume is much to be preferred over the
xeroxed copy. The Placement Office will recommend to
you printers who will do good commercial work at a reasonab Ie cos t •
Don't insult the lawyer who is making an important hiring decision by believing the cliche that the
resume must be no longer than one page. Tell the important facts concisely in a neat outline form. Usually this can be done in one page. However, if you story warrants more space, then by all means use a second
page.
It is highly important that your picture be on the resume. This serves as a reminder
to
the interviewer. If he has talked to twenty or thirty
people, it is difficult for him to remember each individual. With your picture on your resume you have
a
much better chance if standing out in his mind.
A photograph can be obtained from any number
of commercial photographers, including passport photographers. which are located near the Federal Building.
You may also use the photograph taken for the
Hastings Placement Digest and Yearbook. Photographs
may be glued or stapled to your resume, or ｳｾｭ･＠
professional printers will reproduce the photograph directly
on the resume page itself.
Under the heading of personal data, you should
include such information as your age, health. height &
weight. marital status and military status. The information may be placed either at the beginning or the
end of the resume.
Under the education section on your resume
should be your legal education, your other graduate education. if any, and your undergraduate education.Under the subheading of legal education. you should specify the school and date you will graduate. your class
standing, if you stood at the upper part of the class
(otherwise it is better to say nothing), honors and activities, such as law review, Moot Court, student government. newspaper publications, articles written, and
scholarships and awards received. Under the sub.-heading of pre-legal education or undergraduate education.
specify your college or university, major, degree received. your class standing if it was high, your activities and the scholarships and awards you received.
Page Seven

OBSCENITY •••
[Cont . from Page One]
The answer was reached when a number of students decided that it might be good idea to get some of
the evidence and study it. Roger Hurt and Rick Barron,
two students in the seminar, contacted Art Simon. Art
is a Research Assistant to the law offices of Kennedy
and Rhine. Although Simon's activities in doing research for the defense of "los Siete de la Raza" has
consumed much of his time of late, he agreed to help
the class. The attorneys for whom he works, Kennedy
and Rhine, are two former graduates of the College
who, from their vermillion- colored building on Pine
Street, have dealt wi th the problem of obscenity in
depth: they represent some of the people in tOWft who
distribute films and literature which have been subject to inquiry on grounds of being obscene and/or
ｰＮｾｯｧｲ｡ｨｩ｣｛ｑｵ･ｹＺ＠
is there a difference?1
The contacts which Simon had thus enabled him
to procure a ''hard-core'' movie and some reputedly salacious literature.
The films were slated to be shown in the
Multi-purpose room, but because of the time factDr,
and because some .tudents·expressed dissatisfaction
with having an interrupted lunch, let alone a "naked"
lunch, the decision was made to screen the film in
the classroom in which the seminar was held. [The
showing was held before the actual class period began , and it should be stressed that the movie was
, procured and shown solely on the basis of students initiative, and that Professor Sullivan had nothing to
do with it, although he assented to the ｾｴｵ､･ｮ＠
ｾｬ｡ｮＡ｝＠
The showing was good for the purpose "for which ·
it was intended, and shook off some of the bonds of
sterility which usually bind a discussion on obscenity.
The stage was set for an animated and knowledgeable insight into the problems involved when the class period
began, especially in view of the fact that the film
which was shown, according to Simon, had been ruled ｾ＠
to be Obscene. Words of commendation have been ･ｾ＠
pressed by many people in making class discussion of
contemporary issues more relevant by the addition of
a specific example of the particular "slice of life"
which is being discussed.
You may want to include a section entitled Outside Interests. This section of a reusme gives you the
opportunity to show that you are a well-rounded person.
Under the section should be included your organizational
memberships and community activities. which are not connected with your education. In general it is not advisable to include such items as skiing. hunting, fishing,
or bridge, etc. However. you may wish to include such
activities, if there is some apecial qualification you
have in the area, such as certified skiing instructor
or a master's designation ｩｮｾｲ､ＦＮ･＠
The section on honors and activities should include information about academic achievments, organizational memberships, and any other information
closely
related to your educational background. Note that
by
classifying certain things as an honor and an activity.
(e.g., research assistantships). that it makes the activity or employment seem more significant. The wording
and categorizations you use in your resume are
highly
important.
If any of the honors and activities you include
in your resume are not self-explanatory by their title,
you should include a brief description of what the honor or activity involved.
You may either state "references will be furnished upon request," or you may give the names and addresses of attorneys, judges, law school professors, &
other educators who have known you for some time.
Be
sure to contact the parties whose names you give as references to be sure that they approve of the use of
their names.
Your past employment should be listed 10 reverse chronological order. Dates of the employment
should be set out. along with the titles of the position. If the title of the position is not descriptive
of what activities were involved in that position. you
should explain what the duties of the job involved.
It is not necessary to include all the parttime positions you have held during t he course of your
gr$duate and undergraduate years. Significant parttime or summer employment should be indicated separately; however, other part-time positions can be described
in a summary sentence, such as, "Self-s upporting during
undergraduate years," or "Various part -time employment
to supplement income." Obviously. a l aw f irm is especially interested in whatever legal work you have had.
If you have published any schol arly articles
during college or law school, be sure to list that article ｷｾｴｨ＠
its date of publication and ｡ｰｲｾ･＠
citation.
-- John Nordin
Director of Placement
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To the Edit or :

tmG GIHN
To the Editor:
It had gotten to the point that the only green
paper causing my wallet to bulge was a mildewed letter
from a credit company pleading for me to return their
credit card. So, finding myself in company with probably 95% of all other law students, that is, feeling
that I would benefit from more jingle in my pocket, I
attended the assembly conducted by the quasi-recognized
Hastings Chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.
There I found that I really needed somewhere around $500 a month to live on, that Hastings has a wellpaid administration and faculty, and that . the college
was the next ｾｩｮｧ＠
to being racist oriented.
The convocation represented the belief of some
students that the school was neglect in ｰ･ｾｦｯｭｲｩｮｧ＠
its
duties of rounding up sufficient funds for students
not only to get a law education but to live rather sumptuously on the side.
"Maybe you can live a month on $500!" decried
one speaker taking into consideration that a dollar
,
today just isn't
what it used to be, "
or . a 1
litt e 1 onger if you're frugal."
Another speaker machine-gunned statistics and
salaries seeming to point out that either the College
was willing to pay for the best or that the best would
not work unless well-paid. He continued that the ratio
,of students to well-paid faculty is supposed to be 34.8
to one, leading him ' to conclude that the other 150 in
class are"visitors, outside agitators, or FBI informers ! "
One speaker, a femme, who had had difficulty
finding financial help, demurely offered to take one of
the school's janitorial jobs in order to clean up her
financial problems.
It was claimed that the College is playing insidious games of ethnics. Certain white students have
requested financial aid but have been turned down, the
College saying that all the money has gone to the third
world program. Third world students have been told
that there is little money because a lot of white students have needs, too.
When all the rhetoric and general isms were
boiled down there was no doubt that the students involved were expressing rather pressing needs. How common the money shortage is, was hard to discern, however,
since the meeting was held in the Commons. This tended
to suggest a political rather than a purely altruistic
objective anyway.
The fact that the law school strongly suggests
deferring law studies for a year or two until a student
has sufficient capital behind him to allow him to devote
substantially full time to studying didn't seem to have
relevance. Nor did whouts of "Go to work!" or protestations of "interrupted lunch."
Many students for various reasons cannot or do
not want to interrupt the completion of their. education.
Going to work is basically a paradox to law studies.
And an interrupted luch implies at least having a lunch,
which some students find financially impractical.
Probably the most substantial product of the
meeting was a call for the administration and financial
aids office to tell it like it is. If there is
money where is it and if there is - not, why not? This
could best be done, not in the Commons during lunch
where the needs of the students are rather nebulous
and intangible but in a classroom meeting where direct
confrontation of interested parties could be achieved.
If there has been a communication breakdown it needs to
be re-established.
. The request for the meeting was declined by the
Administration.
-- Ed Litwin

.L..-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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This i s t o a cquaint you wi t h the California
Chicano Law Students As s ocia t ion, Inc. It is a statewide organization organized for the purpose of the ad
vancement of the study of law among the Chicano people; to recruit Chicanos for the same purposejto help
those enrolled to succeed in the study of law; to work
tofether with the administrators so as to open the
doors to our brothers, i.e., relax the rigid admission
standards; to initiate legal assistance programs
in
the Chicano community; and to work in cooperation
with our other Third- World brethren.
Although the program is not yet very big
in
terms of numbers here at Hastings, we are very appreciative with the warm and empathetic response the Adminstration has been inclined to give to the Chicano
student, and for the other ethnic groups as well. The
Administration and faculty are aware that a program
of this nature was long overdue and that Hastings is
in a unique situation to help alleviate the iniquities
that have long existed in a concept generally known as
"institutional racism." We have tried to be an example to them as to what really lies beneath the low
LSAT scores. Our only object is to work hard, to do
well on the exams, and to get along with our Thirdworld and White brothers. This is very ｩｭｰｾｲｴ｡ｮ＠
to
us '.
We are pleased at the initiative our White
brothers have exhibited to make out program viable.
We shall not let them down. The $1.00 they donate
towards the Legal Education Opportunities swells to
$1304.00 and it shall be well spent. We want to tell
them thatwe are not interested in revolutions nor any
sort of disruptions so prevalent and standard on American campuses. He know we have study harder than
others to compete with them, who represent the upper
15% of the nation's brains. With their understanding,
the Administration's commitment to our program, and
with the harmony existing among our different ethnic
groups here at Hastings, the proper atmosphere is present for our success in our studies.
Our major concerrs this year are to disseminate
the appropriate information throughout California as
to the Hastings program, as well as of other similar
similar programs existing in the Bay Area and throughout California; to ｰｾｯｶｩ､･＠
the proper atmosphere as
well as ｴｵｾｲｩｮｧ＠
programs to insure the maximum success for the Chicano student and other ethnic minorities, viz: the Black and Oriental; and general counselling on the law school curriculum and the future
of a law career. Later when we are more settled and
we have third year students, we can fulfill our other
goal, viz. providing law counselling for the Chicano
community.
The California Chicano Law Students Association will be very happy to discuss its program with
anybody interested in it. Our constiution and goals
for this coming year are fully explained and 'outlined
onfile with the Associated Students of F-sstings and
with the Administration.
_ -FranCisco Camacho
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